Picking up traces
An interdisciplinary approach to
multispecies storytelling
In California’s Santa Ynez Valley, two opportunistic
hunters are disproportionately impacted by a
human presence—but tracing their engagement
with our spaces will require an interdisciplinary
approach to ecological research.

Over the period of two chilly weeks in March of
2021, I would wake up periodically during the nights
to a sound that would instantly get my heart
pounding. In my half-groggy, half-alert state, my
mind would try to associate this ear piercing sound
to the worst case scenarios; a woman screaming, or
worse, a child hurting. But every time I would wake
up, and every time my mind would jump to some
horror in the dark, I would eventually come to my
senses and recognize this sound as the howling and
yelping of a local coyote pack. My city-slicker brain,
used to sirens, helicopters, and the faint din of a
nearby freeway, was not yet accustomed to the
more-than-human sounds of Santa Ynez.

I had packed my bags in the midst of a global
pandemic to move two hours north from Los
Angeles to the quaint and idyllic Santa Ynez Valley,
where social distancing would be easy in wide-open
spaces. My original intention was to study another
familiar nighttime hunter, the bobcat. I was to
analyze satellite imagery for land-cover changes
over the previous twenty years and use computer
modeling and observational data to track bobcat
response to these changes. As the days passed, I
wandered the valley on my bike equipped with only
a camera and my preconceptions of country living. I
quickly became enthralled by how nearly every inch
of the valley was touched by some form of human
intervention.
What I originally thought would be patches of
untouched landscape sprinkled with the occasional
winery or ranch ended up being endless rows of
adjacent properties. Fenced-off land spanned miles
with the only change seen in the style or material of
the fence. From one winery to the next, to horse
stables, and country mansions, I began to feel I had
stumbled into a suburban wet dream. That is, until I
stumbled upon a vast open field, void of any fences
or grape vines or stables, speckled with old oak
trees, and faint marks made by a lawnmower. Such a
mundane sight shouldn’t have captivated me as
much as it did, but after biking past numerous “No

Trespassing” signs and security gates, I was temped
to jump off my bike and run through the expanse. I
had to remind myself that firearms were probably a
popular form of trespassing management in these
parts, so I curbed my temptation, but left thinking
about why I came here in the first place.
Was that property always so open? Would it
remain so? I almost couldn’t help myself running
across it, so could it also play a critical role in local
animal movement? As I wrapped up my first week, it
became clear to me how inadequate my initial
questions and approaches were to understanding
bobcat response to landscape changes. I needed to
build a better framework to integrate different ways
of approaching land-use legacies and building
environmental narratives around the structural
changes humans have made to the land. With my
own expertise in remote sensing, an observational
and analytical tool that uses satellite, aerial, or
drone imagery to observe environmental variables
from a distance, and my previous experience looking
to integrate the social and natural sciences in
human-environment research, I dedicated my
remaining time in Santa Ynez building a practical
approach to socio-ecological systems research.
Socio-ecological systems research (SES) tries
to understand the complex relationships between
humans and the environment, including but not
limited to land use change and legacy effects. SES
started primarily as a multi-disciplinary approach to
ecological analysis, but has since transformed into a
dynamic framework that engages researchers from
different fields, as well as non-scientists, to help
identify and inform new areas of scientific inquiry.
Remote sensing has had some success in SES, but
challenges arise in scale mismatches and data
availability. However, at the scale I’m interested in,
the landscape scale, remote sensing data is
abundant and reliable.

No model is a perfect representation of
real-world experiences.
Animals, like humans, are rarely ever found to
be stationary creatures. Their movements span
entire
landscapes
and
can
be
modeled
computationally if enough is known about their
preferences and there exists spatially explicit
observational data on their whereabouts. This
approach is known as species distribution modeling
and although no model is a perfect representation
of real-world experiences, these models can help us
obtain a cursory understanding of an animal’s
preferred habitat. The better and more data we

have about our animals of interest, the better the
model becomes. We also need detailed descriptions
and observations of environmental variables such as
land cover or climate to feed into these models. In
addition to providing these variables, remote
sensing has recently been able to add a 3dimensional element through Light Detection And
Ranging (LiDAR) data. Using laser pulses and
measuring the distances the beams traveled before
encountering an object such as a tree, LiDAR is able
to map an area in 3D. Before incorporating the
vertical nature of habitats, species distribution
modeling would only provide 2-dimensional, flat
representations of an animal’s use of space. Now
with LiDAR, the models can help us infer not only
the animal’s use of space, but why an animal may
have chosen one route over another. It was this
combination of remote sensing and species
distribution modeling in 3D that I hoped would
increase our understanding of bobcat response to
human-altered landscapes.
Personally, I have always been intrigued by
the design and spatial configurations of our spaces.
After earning an undergraduate degree in urban
planning, I ventured into the working world with
every intention to become an urban designer. So
much thought and planning goes into designing
public spaces, with architects and planners studying
humans like a biologist may study a chimpanzee. But
as I continued my path towards a career as a human
designing for humans, questions began to form
inside me. I would take plane rides and look down at
our cities and towns and wonder what violent ends
did local species endure as we laid down our cul-desacs? According to the United Nations, 72% of global
ice-free land is human-altered. Using remote
sensing, Zhu et al. (2019) found that urban area is
increasing by over 10,000 hectares (roughly the
same number of American football fields) daily. I
could no longer design for just humans. If we are
going to continue having the impact we do on our
planet, then maybe we can learn to implement a
multispecies approach to designing our landscapes.
So, I set out to use spatial analysis to study
biodiversity response to human structures.

72% of ice-free land is human-altered.
The structural and physical changes humans
make to landscapes—think barbed-wire fences,
acres of the same variety of grape, or linkages of
canals and aqueducts comprising thousands of
collective miles worth of concrete rivers—are critical
3-dimensional, environmental variables. I call these
physical changes to the land socio-morphologies,

and their design and implementation hint at our
attempt to control our environment. These are
tangible objects that can be observed, measured,
and tracked over time. They’re also dynamic and
interact with landscapes in novel ways. Their role in
land use legacies can also provide a starting point
for building a historical narrative around their
existence. It is these characteristics that allow sociomorphologies to act as a common subject, a
boundary object, for linking disparate geographical
approaches to SES.

For the most part, we cannot magically
remove troublesome configurations. Instead, we
need to begin connecting how we got here, what
exactly is going on where we are, and how do we get
to where we need to be? SES recognizes links
between
humans
and
their
surrounding
environment, with the most critical research
questions looking to fully comprehend these
feedbacks between human and non-human
components. However, the greatest challenge facing
SES is addressing the social and environmental
heterogeneity, its complexity and diversity, that
operates at multiple temporal and spatial scales.
One approach to teasing out the linkages in couple
human-environment
systems
is
multispecies
ethnography. Ethnographic methods are generally
an anthropological tradition of observing,
interacting, and engaging with one’s subject—
usually human-to-human. But multispecies, or morethan-human, ethnography instead looks to tell the
complete story of our non-human neighbors.
Although it’s true we can never fully know what a
plant or animal is thinking, if they even think, but to
look into the social lives of the non-human can help
qualitatively describe human and non-human
feedbacks. Ogden et al. (2018) engaged with they
described as “forest ethnography” of an urban
forest, which involved a multi-methodological
approach of remote sensing and geographic
information systems (GIS) and archival research of
property
records
spanning
the
parcel,
neighborhood, and city scale. In addition, they

tracked down property ownership records and were
able to tease out real estate regimes that helped
shed light on forest patch dynamics within cities. By
taking the non-human seriously and acknowledging
agency, or their role in influencing our decisionmaking, and well-being, we can determine which
aspects of multispecies interactions produce cohabitation or conflict. A great example of this that
most will be familiar with is one Rupprecht (2020)
points out in that urban beekeepers rely on public
support (via educational policies), otherwise, the
perceived risk of bees could lead to restrictive overregulation.

Much like more-than-human ethnography,
local ecological knowledge (LEK) is another
qualitative approach that can help identify and
characterize embedded knowledge held onto by
local stakeholders. LEK is also known by many other
names, or covered in very similar traditions, such as
traditional
ecological
knowledge,
traditional
knowledge, indigenous knowledge, and Native
Science. I have chosen LEK as it sufficiently covers
not just indigenous and traditional knowledges, but
situates such knowing squarely in an ecological
framework, suggesting that this type of knowledge
is pertinent to the inner workings of landscapes. The
focus of LEK as a research tool is to produce even
more data about a system of interest. Deep, longheld traditions among land managers, indigenous or
settler, can provide undocumented accounts of
socio-ecological feedbacks. Recently, researchers at
the University of Hawai’i uncovered troves of wellpreserved climate records from the 19th century
written in Native Hawaiian. Upon translating the
work, the abundance of information is helping
climate
researchers
construct
a
deeper
understanding for Hawai’i’s past weather events and
their impact on local residents. LEK is a potential,
expansive source of legitimate environmental
knowledge. There is however a glaring limitation to
integrating indigenous knowledge with SES. Carroll
et al. (2020) proposes a solution to reconciling
indigenous data sovereignty in an academic world

where sharing your data is expected. Through the
development of the CARE principles for Indigenous
Data Governance, standing for ‘Collective Benefit,
Authority to Control, Responsibility, and Ethics’,
these principles allow for knowledge transfer to
occur while adhering ownership and complete
authority to indigenous communities towards
sharing, publishing, or retracting from the public
realm their traditional knowledges.
Although there are limitations to the
flexibility of knowledge transfer; with many
geospatial research communities practicing opendata practices and calling for reduced legal and
administrative barrier to information access, LEK
practitioners find themselves confronting an openaccess culture within scientific communities where
pressure to provide your data along with your
methods for validation and peer-review can impede
indigenous collaboration as much of their traditions
are shared ceremonially, at specific times, and only
among specific people within the community. That
said, if an understanding can be met by all
stakeholders involved, then LEK provides an exciting
opportunity for researchers and non-scientists to
approach shared ecological problems and coproduce the research questions desperately needed
to tease apart the complex web of humanenvironment coexistence.

By taking the non-human seriously, we
can determine which aspects of
multispecies interactions produce cohabitation or conflict.
It’s this coexistence that brings me back to
the bobcat. I now know I have a viable framework
that can go beyond the observational landscape
metrics remote sensing offers and the predictive
computational models of species distribution
modeling. These are still crucial, powerful tools for
engaging with species, but taking the extra steps to
engage this animal beyond remote voyeuristic
observation. I needed to begin building a narrative
around the charismatic feline, and try my best to tell
its story.
Charged with a new purpose using familiar
tools, I set out to conduct a deeper investigation
into the bobcat. My initial finding seemed harmless
at first. Bobcats are listed as species of least
concern, meaning their populations are strong and
healthy and are at low risk for extinction. In fact,
they are so low-risk that every year, an annual
“harvest” of bobcats is allowed by Santa Barbara

County officials. This seasonal harvest involves
hunters culling the medium-size cats to keep their
numbers down. An interesting twist to the humanbobcat relationship, I thought. I even rushed to
share this new finding with my host to see if she
knew anything about it. The news was an
unwelcomed surprise to both her and her friend
visiting for the day. They had wondered why such a
beautiful animal such as a bobcat would be allowed
by local officials to be purposefully hunted,
especially with the trouble local coyote packs were
stirring up.

Our goal should be coexistence.
Remember those sounds in the night?
Apparently, coyotes howl to alert their pack that
they caught something, and every time they do, my
host would mutter under her breath, “I hope they
didn’t get the barn cats…” I inquired further
regarding the trouble with coyotes, now intrigued by
the prospect of a similar human-animal relationship.
To my astonishment, it was the coyotes that were
the real trouble, and bobcats? They were charismatic
enough to forget their ability to take down larger
livestock. The wily and cunning nature of the coyote
has apparently made them incredibly successful
here in Santa Ynez, running from property to
property – so much for those fences – and when
confronted face-to-face with a human, some of
these point-eared canines have become bold enough
to stalk, or even attack.

It appears that human-animal conflict in
Santa Ynez varies across species. The larger,
stronger, and deadlier bobcat is a welcomed sight,
while the skinny, yappy cousin of our dog Fido, has
become a nuisance that needs to be dealt with. This
interplay between two opportunistic hunters with
widely different responses from humans will make
the perfect case study for my proposed
interdisciplinary research. Much of it will begin
similarly, with species distribution modeling and

landscape metrics spanning the previous twenty
years, but what is needed is to engage with a
bobcat-coyote-human ethnography to continue
unraveling the emerging chapters in their ongoing
story. Through an active and direct engagement
with local property owners, county officials, and the
animals themselves, we can begin to develop new
SES questions. Questions that may allow for
practical application in coexistence measures, or
academic application in teasing out the socioecological feedbacks of the area.
Through
these
geographical
conceptualizations, the integration of LEK, morethan-human, and remote sensing holds a powerful
narrative potential to develop new metaphors and
ways of understanding complex systems for SES.
What remains needed is an engagement with
pertinent stakeholders, both human and non-human,
to explore historical decision-making that led to
existing spatial configurations. By deploying a morethan-human ethnographic approach with involved
local stakeholders, we can enhance and characterize
our understanding of socio-ecological feedbacks by
either validating or invalidating the perceived
associations found using remote sensing and species
distribution modeling. Ultimately, the local
observational data provided by remote sensing and
animal movement tools serve as a complement to
the descriptive, explanatory narrative into why these
human-altered landscapes look and operate as they
do today, in addition to the role and agency nonhumans have always had in co-constituting these
spaces. The quantitative and qualitative approaches
to shared ecological problems hold a dialectic—an
ever-evolving, non-linear yet entwined—relationship
in forming new socio-ecological questions and novel
characterizations of human-altered landscapes. This
work can then inform the basis of a socio-ecological
systems approach to landscape characterization,
description and inform co-produce (cooperative)
research questions when deploying highly technical
approaches to understanding local ecosystems. The
ultimate goal of this work is to promote a tempered
approach to land management in favor of nonhuman
well-being, including, but not limited to, local
biodiversity conservation and restoration design, as
well as provide a wide-reaching platform for local
ecological knowledge to influence research
directives, land use policy, and design standards with
a more-than-human perspective.
Jonathan Pando Ocón
Graduate Student, UCLA Geography
2021 NAHR_CA Resident, nahr.it
studyingplace.space
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This paper is the culmination of two
weeks spent in the Santa Ynez Valley of
northern Santa Barbara County, CA as
part of the California rendition of the
annual Nature Art & Habitat Residency .
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The color palette was influenced by the
property on which the residency took
place. Rusted reds of the fencing
contrasted beautifully with the stark,
clear blue skies and shades of local
greenery. The more natural earth tones
are thus contrasted with the obvious
and human-inspired metals.

